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Windows: Scripting SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
The most comprehensive book on the market, Windows Scripting Secrets uncovers the never-before-documented features and hidden system functions that make the new Windows Scripting Host a more powerful tool. The book includes more than 200 ready-to-use scripts, and the CD-ROM contains ready-to-use libraries and examples from the book, as...
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Java Management ExtensionsO'Reilly, 2002
As technology evolves, it enables us to write applications that are increasingly distributed and complex. Today's network technologies allow us to process units of work on physically separate machines scattered throughout the world. As the scale and complexity of today's newest applications increases, so too does the challenge of managing them....
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Oracle SOA Governance 11g ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Being able to implement SOA governance competently can make a huge difference to your organization's efficiency. This guide shows you how through a complete practical course based on Oracle's highly regarded software suite.


	Overview

	
		Understand SOA governance including its key concepts, goals, and...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic 2010 in 24 Hours Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2010

	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to build complete, reliable, and modern applications with Visual Basic 2010. Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll master the entire process, from navigating VB 2010 to deploying finished solutions. You’ll learn...
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Microsoft Windows Nt Server 4.0 Enterprise Technologies Training Kit (Microsoft Official Curriculum)Microsoft Press, 1998
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 Enterprise Technologies  Training Kit is a combination text and software package that  provides a self-paced training course based on the preparatory  curriculum for the 70-068 Microsoft Certified Professional  examination. Each chapter covers a major topic and contains a series  of separate lessons.
...
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Python Hacking EssentialsCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	Target Audience

	
		This book is not for professional hackers. Instead, this book is made for beginners who have programming experience and are interested in hacking. Here, hacking techniques that can be easily understood have been described. If you only have a home PC, you can test all the examples provided here. I...
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Essential PowerShell (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2008
Use PowerShell to Streamline and Automate Your Most Time-Consuming Windows Administration Tasks  
 

With Windows PowerShell, Microsoft brings innovative console-based system administration and scripting to Windows clients and servers....
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Java Web ServicesO'Reilly, 2002
Java Web Services shows you how to use SOAP to perform remote method calls and message
passing; how to use WSDL to describe the interface to a web service or understand
the interface of someone else's service; and how to use UDDI to advertise (publish) and look
up services in each local or global registry. Java Web Services also...
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PC Magazine Windows XP SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
In the event of system failure
Sometimes a Windows XP installation can fail to the point where you can do nothing to save it. You have a number of options open to you, such as attempting to repair the installation and, at the other extreme, reformatting all your hard drives and starting over. However, often the easiest approach is to install a...
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Insider Power Techniques for Microsoft Windows XPMicrosoft Press, 2003
Accept no limits! Tweak Windows XP for ultimate performance with the  undocumented secrets and hidden gems of the experts who work with the technology  every day. Three Microsoft Consulting Services (MCS) professionals have teamed  with well-known Windows book author Paul McFedries to reveal their best  from-the-field-techniques, practices,...
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Peter Norton's New Inside the PCSams Publishing, 2002
No competing book provides a more in-depth understanding of the working principles and operations of the computer to a general audience. Ensures maximum productivity by providing an intimate working knowledge of the personal computer at all levels. Uses the unique "Peter Norton" approach: expert advice in a user-friendly, hands-on...
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Microsoft Windows 2000 Registry HandbookQue, 2000
Windows 2000 Registry Handbook helps administrators become more effective and productive. This handbook helps you use the registry for practical business purposes. While other books tend to discuss technology for the sake of technology, this book delivers timely, critical information that you can use to perform your job better. Topics covered are...
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